Colloquium (Karlsruhe, September 27, 28 2018): "relationship between the Constitutional Courts and the Supreme Courts", "comparative law in the case law and practice of the Supreme Courts"

Karlsruhe, Thursday 27 and Friday 28 September 2018
Bundesgerichtshof
Herrenstraße 45 a
76133 Karlsruhe

AGENDA

Thursday 27 September 2018
16:00 ? 18:00 Meeting of the Board
19:30 Dinner offered by Mrs. Bettina Limperg, President of the German Federal Court of Justice at Ettlingen Palace

Friday 28 September 2018
10:00 Welcome at the Federal Court of Justice
10:10 ? 10:30 Welcome Speeches
Colloquium ?The relationship between the Constitutional Courts and the Supreme Courts?
10:30 ? 11:00 Introductory Report: Mr. Giovanni Mammone, First President of the Supreme Court of Italy
11:00 ? 11:20 Coffee break
11:20 ? 12:45 Discussions
13:00 ? 14:00 Lunch

?Comparative law in the case law and practice of the Supreme Courts?

14:10 ? 14:40 Introductory Report: Mr. Maarten Feteris, President of the Supreme Court of the Netherlands

14:40 ? 15:00 Coffee break

15:00 ? 16:30 Discussions

16:30 ? 17:30 General Assembly

20:00 Dinner offered by Mrs. Bettina Limperg, President of the German Federal Court of Justice
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